Metastatic mammary carcinoma despite histologically negative sentinel lymph nodes: are there any indicators for estimating recurrence and metastasis rates?.
This study aimed to identify indicators for an increased frequency of recurrent or metastatic disease in women with mammary carcinoma staged negative for nodal involvement. 202/270 patients (age: mean 57.5, range 24-83 years) with histologically confirmed early stage mammary carcinoma negative for metastasis to the sentinel lymph nodes (SLN) were observed with respect to their clinical course for a mean period of 3.6 years following SLN extirpation. Forty of 202 patients with negative SLN underwent chemotherapy (38/188 in the recurrence-free group vs. 2/14 in the group with progressive disease) and 79% of both subcollectives did not undergo chemotherapy. Seven of 188 of patients in the recurrence-free group received immunotherapy and none of the patients in the group with disease progression were treated with this modality. One hundred sixty-two of 202 patients with negative SLN underwent hormone therapy, 157/188 in the recurrence-free group and 5/14 in the group with disease progression. One hundred sixty-four of 202 patients with negative nodal status received adjuvant radiation therapy of the affected breast, 156/188 in the recurrence-free group and 8/14 in the group with disease progression. When assessing the risk profile for disease recurrence or the occurrence of metastatic disease, statistically significant differences with respect to disease progression were identified for the parameters chemo-, antibody, hormone, and radiation therapy. The preliminary observations of this study show that even those patients in an early disease stage and with negative SLNs profit from these adjuvant non-surgical therapy options.